Spread the Love

Print on white paper. Use packing tape to carefully laminate both sides of the tags before cutting each one out.

YOU ARE Loved
Spread the Love! Keep or Re-Hide

YOU ARE Amazing
Spread the Love! Keep or Re-Hide

YOU ARE Worthy
Spread the Love! Keep or Re-Hide

YOU ARE Important
Spread the Love! Keep or Re-Hide
Spread the Love

PRINT ON CARDSTOCK

COLOR OF CHOICE

GLUE
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Place over thin felt sticky back sheet. Stapling on corners can help hold it into place.
Cut out the hearts from the felt.
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to add directions to the back of the box, print this on light colored paper of choice. Cut out and glue into the center back of the box.

**DIRECTIONS**
Hide one. Any place will do. For those you love and strangers too!
Sometimes it is the tiny deeds that just might be what someone needs.
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Spread the Love
For a directions tag to tie onto the box, print this page on light colored cardstock of choice.
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